Abstract. Tables of quartic fields, having two real and two complex conjugates, and with discriminants between -7776 and 0, are given.
by computer, thus giving all fields with -7776 ==: A < 0.
Since it is convenient to have defining polynomials with index 1, and these are not necessarily given by the smallest values of S, some defining polynomials with larger values of S are included. There may in fact be no defining polynomial with index 1, whether or not all indices have a common factor greater than 1. (See [3, , for the relevant theory.) In Table 1 below indices other than 1 are given: an asterisk indicates that the given index is a common factor of the indices of all polynomials that define the field and have S < 400; it has not been proved that the given index is a common factor of all indices. Where there is no asterisk the indices examined have common factor 1 but no index 1 has been found.
An integral basis can usually be found by factorizing the polynomial modulo the index and discarding a repeated factor: for example, for A = -3407, we have 04 -903 + 2402 -340 + 4 = 02(02 + 0+1) (mod 2) and a basis is 1, 0, 02, 0(02 + 0 + l)/2. The only exceptions are referred to by special notes.
Cases where there are distinct fields with the same discriminant and no subfield can arise in two ways, either because the fields are supported (see [2] ) by distinct cubic fields (as obtains for A = -4027, -7344) or because they are supported by numbers from the same cubic field whose ratio is not a square (as obtains for A = -3776, -6571, -6848, -6883, -6928) .
Quartic fields with sub fields are of the form Kijfi): those with discriminants in the relevant interval are given in Table 2 . f A basis for the field is 1, 0, 02, 02(0 -l)/2 but not 1, 0, 02, 0(02 -l)/2.
ft Polynomials defining this field were examined for S < 1000. No index 2 occurs, but 2 is the highest common factor of all indices examined. A basis for the field is 1,0,0(0-l)/2,02(0-l)/2. 
